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ABSTRACT
Closure phases and closure amplitudes have proven critical to modern radio interferometry due
to their insensitivity to the uncertain station gains. We present the first set of closure quantities
constructed from parallel-hand and cross-hand visibilities that are insensitive to both station gains and
to polarimetric leakage. These complex “closure traces” are a natural extension of closure amplitudes
and closure phases, are independent of all station-based linear corruptions of the polarized visibilities,
and are complete in the sense that they contain all remaining information present in the visibility
data. Products of closure traces on so-called “conjugate” quadrangles are sensitive only to structure
in the source polarization fraction – independent of variations in the Stokes I structure – and thereby
provide unambiguous probes of polarization in astronomical sources.
Keywords: Radio interferometry — Very long baseline interferometry — Polarimetry
1. INTRODUCTION
Radio antennas are natively sensitive to the polariza-
tion of incident radiation, and radio interferometers thus
necessarily produce polarized data products. Astronom-
ical objects that emit in the radio, and in particular the
compact sources observable using very long baseline in-
terferometry (VLBI), are also frequently polarized.
In unpolarized radio interferometry, the dominant sys-
tematic noise component is typically attributable to
complex station-based “gain” effects that modulate both
the amplitude and the phase of the observed signal
(Thompson et al. 2017). These gain uncertainties are
often difficult to calibrate, particularly for VLBI obser-
vations at high observing frequencies (e.g., Event Hori-
zon Telescope Collaboration et al. 2019a, hereafter Pa-
per III), and they have historically motivated the con-
struction and use of “closure” quantities that are un-
affected by direction-independent, station-based effects.
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This immunity to gain corruptions ensures that both
closure phases (introduced by Jennison 1958) and clo-
sure amplitudes (introduced by Twiss et al. 1960) are
“robust” interferometric observables, and it underpins
their utility for calibration-independent analyses of ra-
dio sources (e.g., Rogers et al. 1974; Readhead et al.
1980).
The theoretical foundation for the response of a ra-
dio interferometer to polarized radiation was originally
derived by Morris et al. (1964), and the modern for-
mulation in terms of Jones matrices (Jones 1941) – the
so-called “radio interferometer measurement equation”
– was developed in Hamaker et al. (1996) and further de-
tailed in Sault et al. (1996), Hamaker & Bregman (1996),
and Hamaker (2000). In addition to station gains1,
polarimetric data products are susceptible to system-
atic corruption arising from cross-talk between the two
separate feeds at each station in the array. For mixed
1 Station gains can be feed-specific, leading to a non-vanishing
“phase-zero differences” that can dominate the systematic un-
certainty of cross-hand quantities.
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2 Broderick and Pesce
(“cross-hand”) correlation products – such as those be-
tween the right-hand circular feed of one station and
the left-hand circular feed of another – this polarization
leakage (or “D terms”) can be the dominant source of
systematic calibration uncertainty (Roberts et al. 1994).
In this paper, we introduce a new class of closure quan-
tities – dubbed “closure traces” – that are immune to
both gain and leakage corruptions. Other authors have
developed data products that are similarly immune for
unpolarized sources (Roberts et al. 1994) and for point
sources (Smirnov 2011), but to our knowledge the clo-
sure traces presented here are the first such quantities to
be applicable for radio sources with arbitrary structure
and polarization properties.
This paper is organized as follows. We define the clo-
sure traces in Section 2, and in Section 3 we explore their
symmetries and degeneracies. In Section 4 we show how
the closure traces reduce to the familiar closure phases
and closure amplitudes in the appropriate limits, and in
Section 5 we illustrate the behavior of the closure traces
using both synthetic and real datasets. We summarize
and conclude in Section 6.
2. CLOSURE TRACE RELATIONS
The primary data products in radio interferometry are
the complex correlations between the electric fields in-
cident at each telescope in the array, and these correla-
tions provide information about the Fourier transform of
the target emission structure via the van Cittert-Zernike
theorem (van Cittert 1934; Zernike 1938; Thompson
et al. 2017). The observed polarized visibilities on a
baseline between stations A and B are given by the cor-
relation products
RRAB ≡〈ER,AE∗R,B〉 (1a)
LLAB ≡〈EL,AE∗L,B〉 (1b)
RLAB ≡〈ER,AE∗L,B〉 (1c)
LRAB ≡〈EL,AE∗R,B〉, (1d)
where E is an electric field, R indicates right-hand cir-
cular polarization, L indicates left-hand circular polar-
ization, angular brackets denote a time average, and an
asterisk denotes complex conjugation. We refer to the
RR and LL visibilities as “parallel-hand” and to the RL
and LR visibilities as “cross-hand” correlation products.
Throughout this paper we use a circular polarization ba-
sis; the same expressions are given for linear or mixed
bases in Appendix A.
2.1. Coherency matrix representations of
interferometric data
The combined parallel- and cross-hand visibilities en-
code the full polarimetric information contained within
the Stokes maps of astronomical sources. Both sets
of visibilities are conveniently represented using a co-
herency matrix formalism. For a given pair of stations,
A and B, the associated measurement is
VAB =
(
RRAB RLAB
LRAB LLAB
)
. (2)
The observed VAB are generally corrupted by station-
dependent gains and leakages, which modify the “true”
V¯AB via a sequence of linear transformations (see, e.g.,
Hamaker et al. 1996),
VAB = GADAV¯ABD
†
BG
†
B . (3)
Here, † indicates Hermitian conjugation,
GA =
(
GR,A 0
0 GL,A
)
, (4)
contains the gain terms for station A, and
DA =
(
1 DR,A
DL,A 1
)
, (5)
contains the leakage terms; GB and DB are analogous
for station B.
For circular feeds, the V are related to the Fourier
transforms of the Stokes parameters (I˜, Q˜, U˜ , V˜ ) via
V¯AB =
(
I˜AB + V˜AB Q˜AB + iU˜AB
Q˜AB − iU˜AB I˜AB − V˜AB
)
, (6)
and, therefore, the Stokes maps of the source. Note
that, since the brightness distribution of any Stokes pa-
rameter is real-valued and the Fourier transform of any
real-valued function is Hermitian, we have
VAB = V
†
BA. (7)
2.2. 4-station closure traces
We define a complex-valued closure quantity con-
structed from the V defined above and measured on
baselines connecting four stations {A,B,C,D},
TABCD = 1
2
tr
(
VABV
−1
CBVCDV
−1
AD
)
. (8)
These quantities effectively “close” via the properties of
the trace for non-degenerate V. That the T are inde-
pendent of the station-specific G and D may be proven
by repeated use of the identity,
V−1CB = (V
†
BC)
−1 = G†−1B D
†−1
B V¯
−1
CBD
−1
C G
−1
C , (9)
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and the cyclic nature of the trace. In principle, similar
closure traces can be generated for any even number
of stations. However, these are not required in general
as the above 4-station closure traces are complete (see
Section 3.2).
The relationship between visibility and closure trace
measurement uncertainties is complicated by the various
matrix multiplications and inversions in Equation 8. In
the high signal-to-noise limit, and assuming that the un-
certainties on real and imaginary components of the in-
dividual correlation quantities are independent, the un-
certainty in T is given by
σT =
1
2
{∑
ij
[ ∣∣∣(V−1CBVCDV−1AD)ij∣∣∣2 σ2AB,ji
+
∣∣∣(V−1CBVCDV−1ADVABV−1CB)ij∣∣∣2 σ2CB,ji
+
∣∣∣(V−1ADVABV−1CB)ij∣∣∣2 σ2CD,ji
+
∣∣∣(V−1ADVABV−1CBVCDV−1AD)ij∣∣∣2 σ2AD,ji]}1/2,
(10)
where the indices ij extend over the parallel- and cross-
hand components of V and their corresponding uncer-
tainties. We provide a derivation of the above expression
in Appendix B.
2.3. Conjugate Closure Trace Products
For any quadrangle ABCD, there is a notion of a
conjugate quadrangle ADCB for which in the absence
of any polarization the closure traces are related via
TABCD = T −1ADCB , (11)
(see Equation E18). This relationship motivates the def-
inition of a compound quantity, the conjugate closure
trace product, defined by
CABCD = TABCDTADCB (12)
which is identically unity in the absence of polarization.
Correspondingly, deviations from unity in the CABCD
are a calibration-independent signature of source polar-
ization.
Associated with the cancellation that makes the
CABCD polarization indicators, is the implication that
the constituent T are correlated. Where the in-
terferometric polarization fractions are small, i.e.,
|Q˜|, |U˜ |, |V˜ |  |I˜|, this correlation is strong and the
CABCD are much better constrained than either TABCD
or TADCB . Because this is frequently the situation of
interest, it implies that even in the limit of weak source
polarization, the CABCD can be discriminating indica-
tors of polarization.
3. SYMMETRIES AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM
A fully-connected array containing four or more sta-
tions can be decomposed into a set of non-trivially re-
lated quadrangles with all baselines represented among
them. Insofar as the information contained in the visi-
bilities of a single quadrangle can be captured via some
composite data product, the information content of the
full network of visibilities can necessarily be captured
using that data product on a representative set of quad-
rangles. Therefore, we now turn to characterizing the
symmetries, degeneracies, and completeness of the T on
a single quadrangle of baselines.
3.1. General considerations
Because the T are insensitive to gain and leakage ef-
fects, any transformation of the V that can be realized
by such effects will manifest as a degeneracy in the T .
Combining the four degrees of freedom inherent in the
two complex gains and two complex leakage terms, the
combination GADA is any two-dimensional matrix of
the form
GADA =
(
GR,A GR,ADR,A
GL,ADL,A GL,A
)
. (13)
Some explicit examples are illuminating.
Choosing for all stations GR = GL = G, DR = 0
and DL = 0 corresponds to a rescaling and phase shift
of the V at all stations. Thus, the T are necessarily
insensitive to the absolute flux and an over-all phase
shift. Similarly, Choosing for all stations GR = GL =
Ge2pii(ux+vy), DR = 0 and DL = 0 adds a physical shift
of the image on the sky. Because the T are defined on
quadrangles that close, the additional phase modifica-
tion necessarily vanishes. Thus, the T suffer from the
same sets of degeneracies exhibited by the familiar clo-
sure phases and closure amplitudes.
Choosing for all stations GR = e
iφ/2, GL = e
−iφ/2,
DR = 0 and DL = 0 results in
GD =
(
eiφ/2 0
0 e−iφ/2
)
(14)
which induces a rotation of the Stokes sphere about the
V axis by φ. We thus have
V′ = GDV(GD)† =
(
I˜ + V˜ Q˜′ + iU˜ ′
Q˜′ − iU˜ ′ I˜ − V˜
)
, (15)
where
Q˜′ = cosφQ˜− sinφU˜
U˜ ′ = sinφQ˜+ cosφU˜.
(16)
For circular feeds, a differential gain phase modification
can thus rotate the linear polarization’s electric-vector
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position angle (EVPA), implying that the T cannot con-
tain any absolute information regarding the EVPA.2
Similarly, choosing for all stations GR = cos(θ/2),
GL = cos(θ/2), DR = tan(θ/2) and DL = − tan(θ/2),
results in
GD =
(
cos(θ/2) sin(θ/2)
− sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2)
)
(17)
which induces a different rotation of the Stokes sphere,
this time about the U axis by θ.3 That is,
V′ =
(
I˜ + V˜ ′ Q˜′ + iU˜
Q˜′ − iU˜ I˜ − V˜ ′
)
, (18)
in which
Q˜′ = cos θQ˜− sin θV˜
V˜ ′ = sin θQ˜+ cos θV˜ .
(19)
More generally, the T are insensitive to any coherent
rotation of the Stokes sphere as seen by all baselines
within the quadrangle on which closure trace is defined.
This Stokes orientation degeneracy is the polarimetric
analogue of the loss of an absolute phase and absolute
flux normalization when using closure phases and clo-
sure amplitudes, respectively. However, we note that
the relative orientation of the Stokes vector as measured
on different baselines is preserved.
Insensitivity to arbitrary linear transformation also
implies that the T can be constructed from arrays con-
taining heterogeneous feeds (see, e.g., Mart´ı-Vidal et al.
2016). For example, circular feeds are related to linear
feeds via a linear transformation given by
QCL =
1√
2
(
1 1
i −i
)
, (20)
to which the T are invariant (see Equation 5 of Mart´ı-
Vidal et al. 2016).
3.2. Closure trace accounting
The closure phases and closure amplitudes are known
to contain all of the gain-independent degrees of freedom
in Stokes I visibilities (see, e.g., Blackburn et al. 2020),
and it is natural to ask whether the same property holds
for the closure traces with regards to the parallel- and
cross-hand visibilities. The cyclic nature of the trace
2 For linear feeds, this corresponds to a rotation in ellipticity, i.e.,
a rotation about the Stokes Q axis.
3 For linear feeds, this corresponds to a rotation in EVPA, i.e.,
about the Stokes V axis.
immediately implies that T is symmetric under cyclic
permutations of the baselines,
TABCD = TCDAB . (21)
In addition, the relationship between baseline reversal
and Hermitian conjugation (e.g., RRAB = RR
∗
BA) im-
plies that
T ∗ABCD = TDCBA. (22)
There are thus 6 nonredundant complex T out of the 24
that may be constructed from the baselines connecting
four independent stations. With the inclusion of auto-
correlation quantities4, e.g. AA, there are 4 additional
complex T that may be constructed. The remaining T
are either trivial or may be constructed from these 10.
For example, take the 10 nonredundant complex T to
be: TABCD, TABDC , TACBD, TACDB , TADBC , TADCB ,
TACBA, TAABC , TAACD, TAADB , all of which are high-
lighted in bold below. The remaining T without auto-
correlations are given by
T ∗BADC = TCDAB = T ∗DCBA = TABCD
T ∗BACD = T ∗CDBA = TDCAB = TABDC
TBDAC = T ∗CADB = T ∗DBCA = TACBD
T ∗BDCA = T ∗CABD = TDBAC = TACDB
TBCAD = T ∗CBDA = T ∗DACB = TADBC
T ∗BCDA = TCBAD = T ∗DABC = TADCB.
(23)
The autocorrelation T obey the same degeneracies. For
concreteness, consider the T generated from baselines
between stations in the set {A,A,B,C} (i.e., the auto-
correlation is measured at station A). In addition, to
the above degeneracies, we have
TBAAC = T ∗CAAB = T ∗ABCA = TACBA
TBCAA = T ∗CBAA = T ∗AACB = TAABC
T ∗BACA = T ∗CABA = TACAB = TABAC = 1,
(24)
where the T on final line are identically unity5. Simi-
lar degeneracies exist for quadrangles constructed with
stations {A,A,C,D} and {A,A,B,D}, completing the
family of closure traces constructed with autocorrelation
measurements at station A. However, there are two ad-
ditional degeneracies across AA autocorrelation families,
4 We note that such autocorrelations are not typically provided as
part of standard VLBI correlator output, and in practice their
construction would require more care to avoid systematic biases
associated with coherently averaging thermal noise. Potential
mitigation strategies include subsampling in time or frequency.
5 These unit T provide a natural set of trivial closure quantities
that may be used to assess polarimetric data quality (see, e.g.,
Paper III).
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TADCA = TAACD TADCBTABCD
T ∗ACBA
T ∗AABC
TABDA = TAADB T
∗
ADBC
T ∗ACBD
T ∗ACBA
T ∗AABC
,
(25)
that are fully specified by quantities in the list of nonre-
dundant T . These expressions are derived in Ap-
pendix C.
In total, there are 26 potential complex numbers to
be reconstructed from a fully-connected array contain-
ing four stations. Each of the six baselines provides four
complex measurements (the components of V), yielding
24 potential quantities. The trivial “baseline” provid-
ing the autocorrelation measurements is subject to ad-
ditional symmetries that reduce it to two real degrees of
freedom (RRAA and LLAA, which are both manifestly
real) that can be captured as a single complex value, and
one complex degree of freedom (RLAA = LR
∗
AA). Con-
tained within these 26 complex values are two complex
gains and two complex leakage terms for each station, to-
taling 16 complex calibration quantities. The remaining
10 complex degrees of freedom, matching in number the
10 nonredundant closure traces described in this section,
must then characterize the non-calibration (i.e., source)
information. In Appendix D we show that indeed these
10 closure traces are independent. Hence, within the
T is encoded the entirety of the non-calibration
information contained in the parallel-hand and
cross-hand visibilities.
3.3. Fractional source content
As the number of array stations increases, the frac-
tion of the source content captured by the closure traces
tends to unity. For N stations, the number of complex
data quantities (including a single autocorrelation) is
ND = 2N(N − 1) + 2. (26)
Because the closure traces encode all of the non-
calibration information contained in the parallel-hand
and cross-hand visibilities, the number of unique T is
NT = ND − 4N = 2N(N − 3) + 2. (27)
The fraction of the total information available in the
complex visibilities that pertains to the source struc-
ture and polarization – i.e., the fraction of the visibility
content that may be constrained using the closure traces
– is thus
fT =
NT
ND
=
N(N − 3) + 1
N(N − 1) + 1 ≈ 1−
2
N
, (28)
where the final expression is in the limit of large N .
Thus, for an array of 5 and 20 stations, ∼ 50% and ∼
90% of the source information is captured, respectively.
4. CLOSURE TRACE LIMITS
4.1. Point sources
For point sources, i.e., sources that are significantly
unresolved by the baselines comprising a quadrangle,
the visibilities are effectively constant and equal to their
zero-baseline values. A direct consequence is that the
associated TABCD = TAAAA constructed on this quad-
rangle reduce to unity. This is similar to the behavior
for closure amplitudes and closure phases which reduce
to trivial values in this limit.
4.2. Relationship with other closure quantities
The T are naturally related to the notion of closure
amplitudes and closure phases, to which both reduce in
the absence of any intrinsic source polarization and for
an appropriate set of baselines. In this case, V¯AB =
VAB1, where VAB = RRAB = LLAB is the visibility
associated with the Stokes I map. Then,
TABCD = 1
2
tr
(
VABVCD
VCBVAD
1
)
=
VABVCD
VCBVAD
. (29)
The magnitudes of the above TABCD are the standard
closure amplitudes, and the arguments are a form of
four-station closure phases.
It is possible to recover standard three-station closure
phases using the autocorrelation T . Including one such
autocorrelation in the closure traces permits the con-
struction of
TACBA = BCBA|VBC |2|VAA| , (30)
where BCBA is the standard bispectrum. Noting that
the denominator is purely real, the standard closure
phase is then the complex argument of TACBA.
Given the degree of freedom accounting in Section 3.2,
it is not surprising that the T contain the more tradi-
tional closure quantities. In this sense, the T is a super-
set of such closures.
4.3. Weakly-polarized limit
As noted in Section 2.3, where the interferometric po-
larization fractions are small, i.e., |Q˜/I˜|  1, |U˜/I˜|  1,
and |V˜ /I˜|  1, a new symmetry emerges among the T .
This is related to the degeneracies implicit in the closure
amplitudes, and the fact that these must be realized in
the unpolarized limit. Following the expression of the T
in terms of the Stokes parameters in Appendix E, to sec-
ond order in the interferometric polarization fractions,
the conjugate closure trace products are
CABCD ≈ 1 + q2ABCD + u2ABCD + v2ABCD, (31)
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where
qABCD =
Q˜AB
I˜AB
− Q˜CB
I˜CB
+
Q˜CD
I˜CD
− Q˜AD
I˜AD
uABCD =
U˜AB
I˜AB
− U˜CB
I˜CB
+
U˜CD
I˜CD
− U˜AD
I˜AD
vABCD =
V˜AB
I˜AB
− V˜CB
I˜CB
+
V˜CD
I˜CD
− V˜AD
I˜AD
.
(32)
Where the qABCD, uABCD and vABCD vanish identi-
cally, this induces an additional approximate symmetry,
eliminating 5 of the 10 T . When the CABCD 6= 1, nec-
essarily complex polarization structures are present; the
converse is not true: where CABCD = 1 source polariza-
tion may still be present.
Identifying and cataloging all of the conditions under
which CABCD = 1 is beyond the scope if this paper, even
if it is generally possible. Nevertheless, there is a broad
class of cases for which this is true. That is, the qABCD,
uABCD, and vABCD vanish independently when,
Q˜ = mq(1 + 2pii~δq · ~u)I˜
U˜ = mu(1 + 2pii~δu · ~u)I˜
V˜ = mv(1 + 2pii~δv · ~u)I˜
(33)
where the mq, mu, mv are arbitrary real constants and
~δq, ~δu, ~δv, are arbitrary constant vectors (the latter
terms vanishing due to the closing of the quadrangle).
When the ~δ are small, these translate into relationships
between the Stokes Q, U , and V maps and a shifted I:
Q = mq
(
I + ~δq · ~∇I
)
≈ mqI(~x+ ~δq)
U = mu
(
I + ~δu · ~∇I
)
≈ muI(~x+ ~δu)
V = mv
(
I + ~δv · ~∇I
)
≈ mvI(~x+ ~δv),
(34)
where the approximations are in the limit of small |~δ| 
|~umax|−1.
Thus, deviations from this additional symmetry re-
quire at least that the polarization be non-trivial in the
sense that it is not uniform across the source and/or not
comprised of uniform components with small shifts.
4.4. Coincident station limit
For some real-world arrays such as the EHT (Event
Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al. 2019b), the pres-
ence of two or more co-located stations in the array pro-
vides redundant baselines that can be useful for calibra-
tion and error budgeting. For example, in Paper III,
appropriately constructed “trivial” closure phases and
log closure amplitudes – which for perfectly calibrated
data should be zero-valued6 – were used to assess the
magnitudes of systematic uncertainties remaining in the
data after calibration.
Given two co-located stations A and A′ and any other
two stations B and C, we can construct trivial quad-
rangles of the form ABA′C that we dub “boomerang
quadrangles” because of their collapsed shape. In the
absence of measurement uncertainty, Equation 8 pre-
dicts that such boomerang quadrangles should have real-
valued, unit closure traces so long as VAB = VA′B and
VAC = VA′C . Any deviation of the phase of a trivial
closure trace from zero, or of the amplitude of a trivial
closure trace from unity, can thus be used to identify the
presence of station-independent effects in the data.
Similar trivial T s exist when three or four co-located
stations are available, i.e., TAAAB = 1 or TAAAA = 1.
The latter case also occurs for quadrangles composed of
baselines that are sufficiently short that the source is
effectively a point source (Section 4.1).
5. ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION
5.1. Simulated data
We demonstrate the behavior of the closure traces
using a simulated dataset generated using the
eht-imaging7 library (Chael et al. 2016, 2018) and de-
signed to have the same Fourier coverage as the 2017
April 11 EHT observations (Paper III). This dataset in-
cludes both station gain and leakage corruptions in addi-
tion to realistic baseline-specific thermal errors, with an
asymmetric, extended input source emission structure
containing nontrivial contributions from all Stokes pa-
rameters. The existence of intra-site baselines between
ALMA and APEX presents an opportunity for using clo-
sure traces to probe data quality and to assess the mag-
nitude of remaining (i.e., non-closing) systematic errors.
The presence of large atmospheric delays effectively
randomizes the phases of individual complex visibilities,
shown explicitly in the top panel of Figure 1. Clo-
sure phases eliminate these large variations. For high
signal-to-noise data, and in the absence of polarization
leakage, the parallel-hand and cross-hand closure phases
constructed on trivial triangles – arg(BABA′), where A
and A′ are two stations within a single site – should be
distributed normally about 0 with a width set by the
thermal noise. However, the presence of even modest
6 The expectation for zero-valued trivial closure quantities assumes
that the co-located stations form a baseline with identically zero
length. For real arrays with a finite station separation, extended
structure may result in a violation of this assumption and there-
fore finite values for the closure quantities.
7 https://github.com/achael/eht-imaging
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Figure 1. Phases of visibilities corresponding to trivial tri-
angles and the trivial boomerang quadrangles (top), trivial
closure phases (middle), and trivial boomerang closure trace
phases (bottom) for a simulated EHT 2017 observation. For
the top two, these are constructed for the parallel-hand and
cross-hand correlation products independently.
leakage for a source with significant intrinsic polariza-
tion produces large closure phase deviations from zero,
as seen in the middle panel of Figure 1.
Boomerang quadrangles (i.e., those of the form
ABA′C; see Section 4.4) are expected to have closure
traces that are distributed about unity with a width
set by the thermal noise, even in the presence of large
gain and leakage errors. The closure trace phases on
these quadrangles should therefore be clustered tightly
around 0, as evident in the bottom panel of Figure 1.
We find that the distribution of the deviations is well
described by the thermal noise, as shown explicitly in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distribution of trivial closure trace phases for
a simulated EHT 2017 observation. For reference a normal
distribution with unit variance is shown by the solid black
line and a normal distribution with the mean and variance
of the residual distribution is shown by the dotted black line.
An example set of non-trivial baselines, triangles and
quadrangles is shown in Figure 3. Qualitatively, these
are similar to the trivial cases. As before, the visibil-
ity phases are randomized by atmospheric delay; the
closure phases are more ordered by virtue of their in-
sensitivity to the station-based phase errors though still
exhibit large variations due to uncorrected leakage; and
the closure traces are considerably more ordered. This is
in contrast to the parallel-hand and cross-hand closure
phases, which experience more complex trajectories.
Figure 4 shows the behavior of a selected pair of con-
jugate closure trace phases and the phase of their cor-
responding conjugate closure trace product (see Sec-
tion 2.3). The baselines comprising the selected quad-
rangle have low (< 10%) fractional polarizations, lead-
ing to highly symmetric phases for the conjugate clo-
sure traces (left panel) and near-zero phase for their
product (center panel). The rightmost panel of Fig-
ure 4 shows the thermal distributions of both conjugate
closure trace phases and their corresponding product
phase for a single data point, as estimated numerically
through Monte Carlo sampling of the constituent visi-
bilities; note that we have shifted the closure trace phase
distribution means to coincide with that of the conju-
gate closure trace product phase distribution. We can
see that the distribution for the conjugate closure trace
product phase is considerably narrower than the distri-
butions for either of the individual closure trace phases,
and in the case of the selected data point that narrow-
ing makes the difference between a significant detection
(i.e. nonzero arg(CABCD)) and a complete nondetection
8 Broderick and Pesce
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Figure 3. Comparison of the visibility, closure, and closure trace phases (left) and amplitudes (right) on the quadrangles
composed using four stations for a simulated dataset containing station gain and leakage corruptions.
(i.e., arg(CABCD) consistent with zero) of polarization
structure on this quadrangle.
5.2. 3C 273
We further demonstrate the closure traces on the pub-
licly available8 MOJAVE 3C 273 data set (Lister et al.
2018). 3C 273 is a powerful blazar that is very radio
bright, well resolved by the VLBA at 15 GHz, highly po-
larized, and exhibits complex polarization structures. It
thus provides a number of opportunities for non-trivial
closure quantities. We use the data as provided, with
no additional calibration or averaging applied; for de-
tails regarding the data reduction procedures, see Lister
et al. (2009, 2018).
Because the T are specifically independent of the
particulars of the station gain and leakage calibration,
we construct the T from the uncalibrated data sets
for the May 1, 2020 observations, shown in Figure 5.
Despite the lack of calibration, the observed complex
8 https://www.physics.purdue.edu/MOJAVE/sourcepages/1226+
023.shtml
visibilities are much better behaved than those in the
high-frequency simulated data set as a consequence of
the reduced atmospheric phase delays at long wave-
lengths. Nevertheless, the cross-hand visibilities and clo-
sure phases fluctuate within scans by considerably more
than the inferred thermal noise. In comparison, all of
the closure traces appear well constrained.
There is a large degree of obvious symmetry between
pairs of T , anticipated from Section 4 and arising from
the modest polarization fractions throughout the im-
age – the asymmetries between the conjugate T are
quadratic in the polarization fraction (see, e.g., Equa-
tion 31). MOJAVE images of 3C 273 indicate typical po-
larization fractions of order 10-20%, and thus deviations
from symmetry of order 1-4% are expected. This low po-
larization is also responsible for the similarities between
the parallel-hand visibilities and closure phases, indi-
cated by the apparent absence of dark-blue RR points
that are otherwise obscured by the dark-red LL points
in the top three rows of Figure 5.
Figure 6 is analogous to Figure 4 and shows the con-
jugate closure trace product on the quadrangle LA-KP-
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Figure 4. Comparison of the closure trace (left) and conjugate closure trace product (center) phases, along with an example
set of their thermal distributions (right), on a single quadrangle for a simulated dataset containing station gain and leakage
corruptions. The solid lines passing through the data points in both the left and central panels show the ground-truth behavior
of the dataset (i.e., the behavior in the absence of thermal noise). In the central panel, the light-colored error bars indicate
the predicted uncertainty from assuming that the conjugate closure traces are independent, while the dark-colored error bars
show the results from Monte Carlo sampling of the visibilities. The right panel shows the Monte Carlo sampling results in more
detail for a single data point, corresponding to the blue highlighted point in the central panel; the solid black curve indicates
the expected distribution for the conjugate closure trace product if the conjugate closure traces are assumed to be independent.
NL-FD for the 3C 273 dataset. When the uncertainties
are propagated in a manner that accounts for the corre-
lations between the constituent closure traces, the value
of this conjugate closure phase product deviates signifi-
cantly from zero. The calibration-independent nature of
the closure traces makes this behavior an unambiguous
indication of the presence of nontrivial fractional polar-
ization structure in 3C 273.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A class of polarization closure quantities may be con-
structed on quadrangles over which all parallel-hand and
cross-hand visibilities have been measured. These “clo-
sure traces” have the following properties:
1. They are independent of any linear corruption
terms that leave the coherency matrix invertible.
These include, though are more general than, the
standard complex station gains and leakage terms
(i.e., D terms).
2. They are complete in that they encode all remain-
ing source information.
3. They are a superset of the traditional closure am-
plitudes and closure phases, to which they reduce
in the absence of source polarization.
The closure traces are subject to a variety of degenera-
cies inherent in the uncertain calibration. These degen-
eracies include those to which the closure amplitudes
and phases are subject (i.e., absolute flux calibration,
phase calibration, source position on the sky), as well
as arbitrary rotations of the Stokes sphere. This last
degeneracy has the benefit of implying that the closure
traces may be constructed directly from arrays with het-
erogeneous feed geometries9.
A number of immediate applications exist for clo-
sure traces as a consequence of their independence from
station-based calibration effects. These include:
• Closure traces computed on trivial quadrangles
permit a quantitative assessment of data quality
and consistency, similar to prior efforts that em-
ploy closure phases (Paper III).
• Closure traces computed on nontrivial quadrangles
provide a direct probe of source structure and its
evolution across subsequent observations.
• Conjugate closure trace products directly probe
structure in the source polarization fraction, inde-
pendent of variations in the Stokes I map. These
quantities thus provide unambiguous signatures of
polarization in astronomical radio sources.
We have demonstrated the existence and performance
of the closure traces on simulated and real VLBI data
sets.
9 For example, the EHT in 2017, for which ALMA recorded linear
feeds while the remaining stations recorded circular feeds.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the visibility, closure, and closure trace phases (left) and amplitudes (right) on the quadrangles
composed using the LA, KP, NL, and FD stations for the MOJAVE 3C 273 dataset.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but using the LA-KP-NL-FD quadrangle from the MOJAVE 3C 273 dataset.
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In practice, the use of closure traces differs from the
more traditional methods of polarimetric and gain cali-
bration via the assumption of priors. Typically, leakage
terms are expected to be constant over individual ob-
servations, if not much longer. As a result, multiple
observing epochs may be combined to produce leakage
estimates, reducing the number of calibration degrees of
freedom significantly relative to those presumed by the
closure traces themselves. Moreover, often the a priori
gain amplitude and leakage calibrations are expected to
be accurate, removing the possibility of the large devia-
tions permitted by the closure traces.
Nevertheless, the increased independence of the clo-
sure traces presents a novel method for assessing stan-
dard gain and leakage calibration schemes, relaxing as-
sumptions about the magnitude and stability of corrupt-
ing effects. As such, they provide a powerful new tool
with which to probe polarized VLBI observations.
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APPENDIX
A. CLOSURE TRACES FOR LINEAR AND MIXED FEEDS
When the feeds are linear, for a given pair of stations, A and B, the measurements are,
VAB =
(
XXAB XYAB
Y XAB XXAB
)
, (A1)
where X and Y correspond to the two orthogonal feeds. This is related to the Fourier transforms of the Stokes
parameters via
VAB =
(
I˜AB + Q˜AB U˜AB + iV˜AB
U˜AB − iV˜AB I˜AB − Q˜AB
)
. (A2)
Note that these are related to the quantities in Equation 6 via a rotation of the Stokes sphere that moves Q → U ,
U → V , and V → Q. As a consequence, the T are unchanged.
A similar conclusion applies for mixed feeds, and indeed any feed geometry that captures linearly independent
polarization modes.
B. CLOSURE TRACE ERROR ESTIMATES
We begin by noting that the derivative of V−1 with respect to the elements of V is,[
∂V−1
∂Vij
]
mn
= −
[
V−1
∂V
∂Vij
V−1
]
mn
= −
∑
kl
V −1nk δikδjlV
−1
lm
= −V −1ni V −1jm .
(B3)
We further note that for any square two-dimensional matrix M, the partial derivatives with respect to the elements
of V of tr(VM) are given by
∂
∂Vij
1
2
tr (VM) =
1
2
∂
∂Vij
∑
m,n
VmnMnm =
1
2
∑
m,n
δmiδnjMnm =
1
2
Mji. (B4)
Therefore, after utilizing the definition and cyclic nature of the trace,
∂TABCD
∂VAB,ij
=
1
2
(
V−1CBVCDV
−1
DA
)
ji
∂TABCD
∂VCD,ij
=
1
2
(
V−1DAVABV
−1
CB
)
ji
∂TABCD
∂VCB,ij
=
1
2
(
V−1CBVCDV
−1
DAVABV
−1
CB
)
ji
∂TABCD
∂VDA,ij
=
1
2
(
V−1DAVABV
−1
CBVCDV
−1
DA
)
ji
(B5)
These may be combined in the normal way, under the assumption that the components of each V are independent
from each other, to produce the uncertainty estimate in Equation 10.
C. DEGENERACIES
C.1. Traces, Determinants, and Uniqueness
In two dimensions there is straightforward relationship between the determinants and traces of invertible matrices.
Given any invertible 2×2 matrix M, we can diagonalize it, giving eigenvalues m1 and m2. In terms of these, the trace
and determinant are given by
tr(M) = m1 +m2 and ‖M‖ = m1m2. (C6)
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Similarly,
tr(M−1) =
1
m1
+
1
m2
and ‖M−1‖ = 1
m1m2
. (C7)
Note that two things are immediately apparent:
1. The two traces are linearly independent generally, implying that it is possible to reconstruct m1 and m2 uniquely
from tr(M) and tr(M−1).
2. The two determinants are not independent (yielding only a single combination of m1 and m2).
Because both eigenvalues may be reconstructed from the traces, this implies that the determinant may be as well.
Indeed, the ratio of the two traces gives
tr(M)
tr(M−1)
= ‖M‖. (C8)
Often manipulations with determinants are more convenient despite the greater information content of the traces.
C.2. Triangle Trace Degeneracies
We now prove the relations in Equation 25. We begin by noting that
‖VADV−1CDVCAV−1AA‖ = ‖VADV−1CDVCBV−1AB‖‖VABV−1CBVCAV−1AA‖. (C9)
Using the relationships between traces and the determinants, and simplifying, we obtain
TADCA
TAACD =
TADCB
TABCD
TABCA
TAACB , (C10)
which may be rearranged to solve for TADCA in terms of remaining quantities. Applying the known degeneracies of
the T yields the desired relation.
Similarly, to prove the second relation, we start with
‖VABV−1DBVDAV−1AA‖ = ‖VCBV−1DBVDAV−1CA‖‖VABV−1CBVCAV−1AA‖ (C11)
Again, rewriting this in terms of the traces,
TABDA
TAADB =
TCBDA
TCADB
TABCA
TAACB , (C12)
which may be re-expressed as in Equation 25 after applying the degeneracies in Equations 23 and 24.
D. COMPLETENESS VIA CONTINUOUS SYMMETRIES
We may directly demonstrate the completeness of the T via the rank of the Jacobian of their definitions relative to
the components of the visibilities. That is, the matrix
Jq,bij =
∂Tq
∂Vb,ij
(D13)
where q runs over the 10 quadrangle combinations (ABCD, ABDC, ACBD, ACDB, ADBC, ADCB, ACBA,
AABC, AACD, AADB), b runs over the 7 baseline combinations (AA, AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD), ij runs over
the 4 components of each V (RR, LL, RL, LR). This is further subdivided by the real and imaginary components of
each quantity, yielding a 20×52 dimensional matrix (note that the symmetries of the VAA imply that only 4 numbers
are required to specify the VAA,ij).
That the matrix is not square is an indication of the fact that the set of T being considered does not encompass
the calibration information, which makes up the remaining 32 dimensions (real and imaginary parts of 16 complex
quantities).
The rank of this matrix was evaluated for arbitrary Vb,ij via Mathematica, finding that indeed it is 20. That is, the
20 combinations of the Vb,ij encoded in the real and imaginary components of the 10 T are indeed linearly independent,
and thus unique.
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E. EXPRESSION OF CLOSURE TRACES IN STOKES PARAMETERS
The coherency matrix can be rewritten in terms of the Pauli matrices (Hamaker 2000),
V = I˜ (1 + saσa) , (E14)
where sa = (Q˜/I˜, U˜/I˜, V˜ /I˜), σa = (σx, σy, σz) are the standard Pauli matrices, and summation is implied across
repeated up/down indices (i.e., saσa = s
1σ1 + s
2σ2 + s
3σ3). It is straightforward to verify that
V−1 =
1− saσa
I˜(1− sbsb)
, (E15)
using σaσb = δab1 + i
c
abσc, where abc is the antisymmetric tensor (i.e., the Levi-Civita tensor). These may be
employed to simplify products of coherency matrices, e.g.,
VABV
−1
CB = (1 + s
a
ABσa)
(
1− sbCBσb
)
(1− scCBsCB,c)
=
1− saABsCB,a
1− sdCBsCB,d
1 +
scAB − scCB − icabsaABsbCB
1− sdCBsCB,d
σc. (E16)
Finally, note that by virtue of the linear nature of the trace,
tr(V) = I˜tr(1) + satr(σa) = 2I˜ , (E17)
where we have used the fact that the Pauli matrices are traceless, i.e., tr(σa) = 0. With repeated use of these properties
we can compute the closure traces directly in terms of the Stokes parameters:
TABCD = I˜AB I˜CD
I˜AD I˜CB
[
1− (saABsCB,a + saCDsAD,a − saABsCD,a + saBCsCD,a + saABsAD,a − saBCsAD,a)
+ iabc
(
saABs
b
CBs
c
CD − saABsbCBscAD + saABsbCDscAD − saCBsbCDscAD
)
+
(
saABsCB,as
b
CDsAD,b − saABsCD,asbCBsAD,b + saABsAD,asbCBsCD,b
) ]
/[ (
1− sdCBsCB,d
)
(1− seADsAD,e)
]
,
(E18)
where terms are grouped by order in sa in the numerator. Note that there are no linear-order polarization terms in
the closure traces. Because Equation E18 is constructed solely by inner products in the Stokes space with other Stokes
parameters and the Levi-Civita tensor, it is also manifestly invariant to rotations of Stokes sphere that coherently act
on all of the baselines involved.
Expanding the closure traces to lowest order in the polarization quantities gives
TABCD ≈ I˜AB I˜CD
I˜AD I˜CB
[1 + saCBsCB,a + s
a
ADsAD,a − saABsCB,a − saCDsAD,a
+saABsCD,a − saCBsCD,a − saABsAD,a + saCBsAD,a] .
(E19)
Therefore, to lowest order, the conjugate closure trace product, corresponding to the product of inverse-pairs, is
CABCD = 1 + saABCDsABCD,a where saABCD = saAB − saCB + saCD − saAD. (E20)
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